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A National Youth Trends report on
Gen Z and their futures post-Covid
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The 2nd Dose is based on brand new data from
over 2,000 Gen Zs in England, Wales, Scotland
and Northern Ireland. It follows up on our Take
the Temperature report which we released in
April 2020, and has since been downloaded by
over 2,500 organisations all over the world.
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Crowd mentality, the way people act in groups and the way
individuals inform each other’s actions, has been of interest since
the start of Beatfreeks. Despite the phrase (like many others)
taking on a whole new set of meanings over the course of the past
two years: the ‘now’ is a huge moment for culture in the UK, and
the jury’s still out on which direction the crowd are going to take.
Part of the reason for this is that we’re not sure if Covid’s even
over. In many respects, Covid will likely never be ‘over’ - we will just
keep learning to live with it in a way that minimises impact on our
health, lifestyle and economy. Now we’re actually at the end (?) of
a distinct period of time, it’s difficult to say if you can even define
periods like this or if you can say we’re ‘post-Covid’ yet, as we
would now talk about post-recession in the early teenies. And yes,
ironically, ‘teenies’ still sounds super icky.
Evidently, it’s far too early to know what the long lasting effects
of this will be. As you’ll read - this report is about trying to gain a
little perspective on our experiences in the pandemic. Trying to
establish what we do know now - what people are saying, what
issues they're facing, what innovations they're pioneering, what
they’re looking for from the future.

@tsaichinghsuan
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OF GEN Z
NOW CONSIDER
THEMSELVES
CREATIVE PEOPLE
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One of the specifics we will encounter, as we did
post-war way back, is a shift in entertainment and
culture. In research we conducted mid-pandemic, we
found that 89% of Gen Zs now consider themselves
creative people. Working in youth engagement
and insight - we’re beginning to feel this shift,
engendered by the big digital migration. As this
shift occurs we need to look not only at how we can
rejuvenate the cultural hubs of pre-Covid, but how
we can let the pandemic birth positive new ways of
creating art and fostering culture.
We’ve also all developed a whole new set of
myths and tropes about how young people have
experienced and handled the pandemic, and what
they’re looking for, now that we’re seeing light at the
end of the tunnel. Those at the middle or end of their
careers will have a very different vision of the future
to those at the beginning. These futurists - who have
decades ahead of them - are considering the longest
term vision of how we can build society post-Covid.
A huge portion of them are Gen Z.
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One of things which has been made clear
throughout by this group, as well as many others,
is that matters of equality, diversity and inclusion,
are not going to go away. Pressure has mounted
in the mainstream over the past two years. We’ve
seen its effect in Environmental Social Governance
(ESG) agendas in businesses - the understanding
and recognition that diversity cannot just sit across
marketing and HR but rather needs to be embedded
in all parts of corporate strategy.
Working with Gen Z on their vision of the future is
the most effective way to sustain organisations and
build the Institutions of the Future. In understanding,
learning from and working with young people to
forge culture, to change narratives, and to challenge
norms, organisations will slowly begin to change
today, so that they’re still around tomorrow.

Anisa Morridadi

@rosssneddon

Founder of Beatfreeks
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ABOUT
BEATFREEKS

Beatfreeks is an engagement and insight
agency with a growing community
of young creatives.
We work with brands, governments and
funders who see value in sharing power with
young people.
Our model is simple: the more young
people exercise their influence through their
creativity, the more relevant institutions
become, and the more they can shape the
world together.

www.beatfreeks.com
@Beatfreeks

ABOUT
NATIONAL YOUTH TRENDS
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National Youth Trends is Beatfreeks’ channel
for all things young people, youth voice
and pop culture in the UK today. You’ll find
thoughts on hot topics, some stone-cold
memes, a truly undeniable statistics game
and a chance to benefit your organisation
through free insights based on our research
with thousands of young people.
The stats and stories you’ll read are all
collected as part of our research and work
with 16 - 25s across the UK. It’s our mission
to make institutions more relevant to
everyone. The way we think that can happen
is by organisations listening to, consulting
with, then acting upon the voices and needs
of young people.
By engaging with the findings and trends
from this research, your business can directly
respond to the needs of Gen Z, stay relevant
and start you on the journey of becoming an
Institution of the Future.
www.beatfreeksyouthtrends.com
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INTRODUCTION
We’re sort of getting to the point now, as restrictions lift, travel opens, more
people are vaccinated, that we can start (start) to reflect, get our heads
around what’s happened over the past two years. We can now reminisce on
the occasional flashes of surreal hilarity, warm cockles on the moments of
tenderness, take a long, hard look at some of the issues this whole thing has
made worse, and think about the long (long) road ahead. We’re at the post
credits moment, still in the cinema, popcorn on our jumpers.
The world has changed. No doubt, but quite how it has, and the ongoing effects,
remain to be seen. This report: to start to piece the initial bits together:
platform ideas, thoughts, feelings and innovations from (as we’ve heard a
number of times by this point) one of the most affected generations by the

8
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@deividas

pandemic: 16 - 25s.
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In this report we’re going to be discussing the effects of our most digital year
to date, how it’s changed the internet, our feeds and our lives. We’re going to
be digging the data on what ‘going to work’ means at the end of 2021. How are
productivity levels; what’s the appetite for working from home; how many loads
can you get in the washing machine from 9 til 5; is Dolly Parton even relevant
anymore? You know, those big Qs which affect our collective futures.
We’re quite literally at a moment history teachers will talk about. Way back when
in 2020, in our first Covid report Take The Temperature, 92% of Gen Zs said that
the pandemic could be a moment for positive change in society. Since then,
we’ve seen more pressure than ever before behind the BLM movement; climate
activists laying themselves out for their cause; reports outlining Gen Z’s mass
rejection of capitalism; a global move from young people to identifying their
favourite brands via that organisations’ ethics; and all against the backdrop
of social media outages, petrol shortages and leaked documents exposing
global corruption.
We’re all grasping for dear life to a shred of perspective - anything to help us
digest and understand where we’ve been and where we’re going. Through
these four trends - on lockdown, digital culture, work and moving forward we’re going to translate that shred of perspective into a (Covid-friendly) buffetspread of insight. We hope that - in taking it in, in learning from the views of our
younger generations - we can help keep your organisation relevant in the new
normal (remember that?). Hearing and acting upon these ideas will help your
organisation sustain itself, through sustaining the people and planet around it.

9
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TRENDS | LIFTING LOCKDOWN

#1

@goodfaces.agency
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To mask, or not to mask. A question which,
if asked two years ago would have conjured
very different images in our mind. For many,
the past two years was an experience of many
we operate in society, made us understand
physical connection and space in a way we’d
not frequently interrogated in the UK for a
long time. We’ve thought twice about taking
a running jump into an already overcrowded
tube, about taking a sip of your friend’s bubble
tea, about nipping round to your nan’s for a
chat and (too many) biscuits. It’s translated
cultural norms across continents: the western
world now getting wise to the idea that
wearing a mask can protect others from your
cold or flu.

As it was one of the first meals out I’d had
since coming out of lockdown, there was some
nervousness. However, the restaurant was
great. The general manager was so lovely and
made us feel comfortable straight away.
Maddy | 24 | Birmingham
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firsts. Covid has brought into focus the way
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@dizzy_drake_vids

Where we are, who we’re with, and how
we’re with them has become an increasingly
intentional act. Whilst we’re all familiar with
that slightly odd feeling of being back in the
same space as others, the hangover from the
above change (which has been brewing for
nearly two years now) is taking a little longer

@complex

to adjust to.
The above adaptation, and underlying attitude
change, is the reason for a huge amount
of social anxiety about being around large
groups of people in public, in spite of the fact
that nearly 70% of us in the UK are now fully
vaccinated.
In our most recent data collection, we found
that more young people feel anxious about
returning to large groups of people in public,
than feel excited about it.
37% of Gen Zs are anxious about big events,
public spaces with lots of people, or generally
feeling in close proximity to a large number

Our findings show that these
anxieties are affecting young
women more than young men.
Women (44%) are 12% more likely
to feel anxious about being in large
groups than men (32%). Whilst
only 15% of men say they always
wear a mask, 22% of women say
they will. When we see this against
the The Children’s Society findings
that women aged 17 - 22 are most
likely to develop a mental health
problem, we may understand that
these anxieties are manifestations
of the struggles developed
through Covid-19. Back in March
of 2020 we highlighted how this
was already having an impact
on young women in our Take the
Temperature report. This may be
due to the fact that women are
more open to talking about mental
health, than men.

of others. Only 4% said they are excited about
being around big groups in public again.

FABIO
Insight Manager
Beatfreeks
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In the years leading up to Covid-19, a huge
number of studies found that young people in
the UK were becoming increasingly lonely and
isolated - anxiety was becoming an epidemic

@goodfaces.agency
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All I can say is this is correct.
This was an experience that
unfortunately, I knew all too well.
As a natural-born overthinker, one
thing lockdown gave me was more
time to think which I truly did not
need. In the great words of Akon, I
was “locked up” and in a constant
battle to try and rationalise things.
I would find my social battery
didn’t want to engage properly and
then I would feel bad because I
hadn’t seen my friends for so long
and round and round. Thankfully
once I started just being honest
and explaining I found people
were feeling the same I remember
listening to ‘the Receipts podcast’
and them saying something
similar and that comforted me.

and it was changing the way that we socialise.
How this change looks: social batteries,
digital detoxes, month-long-gaps in replies.
It’s long term effect: in the last three years, the
likelihood of young people having a mental
health problem has increased by 50%.

13
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SHUMI
Project Coordinator
Beatfreeks
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@Covidartmuseum

Setting our present return to ‘physical life’
against this backdrop, highlights the additional
layer of worry on the part of our younger

We’re increasingly trying to get
better at not saying ‘real life’
when we just mean ‘in-person’ or
‘physical’. Whether we like it or not
our life online, is, has been, will
probably increasingly be, very real.
If there is one thing that we’ve
learnt in Covid, it’s that the digital/
physical binary which we’ve been
propping up for far too long, has
been toppled. Long live the web.

generations. Even prior to Covid-19, Gen Z
were understanding physical space, and the tie
between socialising and physicality, differently
to any generation prior. Loneliness is less
about not being physically present with people,
and more about the way in which you connect.
Therefore, for Gen Z, a return to physical life
may not be as much of a remedy for isolation
as it might be for older generations.
The increasing move to digital space has also
moved conversations about access for people
with additional needs, disabilities, chronic
health conditions, or mental health problems

FABIO
Insight Manager
Beatfreeks

into the mainstream. Whilst there are clear
arguments around how and why remote work
and life has provided greater access, the
pandemic has further highlighted how society
- including the move to remote access - is not
set up to include people with additional needs.
Abrupt and quick transitions, inconsistent
public health messaging and lack of access
to products and goods continued to make
things harder for people with additional needs.
As our underlying attitude to physical space
and connection with each other has changed,
our actions when we are in public, physical

14
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FOR GEN Z, A
RETURN TO
PHYSICAL LIFE
MAY NOT BE
AS MUCH OF A
REMEDY FOR
ISOLATION AS
IT MIGHT BE
FOR OLDER
GENERATIONS
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The choice over whether or not you will wear
a mask has been one of the most widely
covered descriptors of your opinion on the
pandemic.

@tsaichinghsuan

space have been increasingly politicised.

In the UK, it's now no longer mandatory
government guidelines to wear a mask, and
individuals and organisations have been
given autonomy over whether they want to,
or whether they will make it compulsory to
wear one in their establishments. It marks
a shift from central government, who are
now increasingly placing responsibility on
organisations. This is in line with wider shifts
of social responsibility onto individuals as
citizens, and institutions as organisational
bodies, to take responsibility for social issues.
Over the past five years Gen Z have been
leading the charge here, whilst also holding
the knowledge that we cannot just rely on the
individuals to make change, when institutions
and organisations don’t act.
A media narrative circulated in those early
months of March 2020, and then again
through the notorious Eat Out To Help Out
scheme of late summer, that young people

15
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were to blame for the rise in Covid-19 cases.
Now in 2021, when masks are not a legality,
but often a choice or common courtesy, young
people are still wearing them in their masses.
78% of young people say that there are still (at
the very least) instances where they are inside
when they will still put on a mark. 1 in 5 say
that they will always wear one inside and in
public, regardless of the circumstance.

OVER THE PAST
FIVE YEARS GEN
Z HAVE BEEN
LEADING THE
CHARGE
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The choice to wear a mask or not, is not only
informed by anxieties of getting covid yourself,
but also (and often more so) of infecting other
people - those who haven’t been jabbed or are
particularly vulnerable. As seen throughout
much of our work with Gen Z - they
increasingly value empathy, understanding
how different backgrounds, contexts and
circumstances affect privilege and experience
of the world. It is this consciousness towards
wider society that is fuelling a high number of
young people to still wear a mask inside. For
some this is regardless of where they are, for
most it’s dependent on the situation.
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When the mask mandate came
into effect, it initially felt like an
invasive strain to our everyday
life - some even perceived it as
a violation of our freedom. Over
time, the choice to wear a mask
became less about the effect it
had on us personally and more
so about being considerate of
the unknown circumstances of
those around us. I became very
aware that I was very fortunate to
live alone and have the ability to
work from home. The first time I
entered a large crowd in public, I
found myself snaking to avoid the
maskless. Not for fear of catching
Covid myself, but more so that I
might pass it on someone in less
fortunate circumstances and
cost them their livelihood, and
potentially their life.

THEA
Project Manager
Beatfreeks

Meet up with all my friends Meet up properly with all my friends without
worrying about restrictions. Go for meal with family travel nationally
and internationally Nothing- I don't feel comfortable with them being
lifted meet with friends a bit more. Groups to meet in person. Visit more
galleries and extend my artistic interests Rave Meet-up go out with
friends To go out with friends See if it is actually safe to go back to
normal Go and see as many shows as possible Go see my friends who
are out of my town hug my family Protest the authoritarian regime of
Vaccine Passports & Mandatory Vaccinations travel Go on holiday
Volunteer more, look into finding work to fit around my full-time job
Holiday Go out on a date Go abroad! Go on holiday Travel See family
members Meet up with my friends Have friends fly to visit me go to a
gig! Leave the country Traveling Work for more hours and improve on
fitness Go on holiday Travel Everything has lifted now. But once I hit 18
soon I will get to a nightclub I don't know To be able to travel and
experience new culture's Go to a concert Go to the cinema. travel See
family get a job Eat in a restaurant with my family. Holiday Go out
drinking Go on holiday to Australia My life will continue as is go to
eden camp Go on holiday or at least a day out! Get a new job travel
abroad to visit family Play games Go ice skating at Christmas time with
my friends Go on holiday for a week Go on holiday Starting a full time
career. Go out for dinner with my friends See more friends and family A
weekend away with friends See more family Have a big family
gathering!! a holiday Go on holiday Go out Meet up friends Go see my
friends Visit my family altogether out for a meal or have a bbq. Move
on with my career See all my friends Continue as I have been and
continue doing my work. Strongest team in a trampoline and I can go
my phone on me to be there but I don't want her to be there but I don't
want to get upset and her to be there but I don't want her to be there but
I don't want her to be there but I don't want to get upset and her to be
there but I don't want her Go holiday Go out with friends clubbing Go
nightclubbing out with the girls. Hug my new nephew and go out on
days out with my family. Travel around Europe, visit family in Canada
Try get a full time job without worrying of a furlough pay check cut meet
up with all of my friends and go for dinner I will go out with my friends
and start to socialise again Go on holiday Go clubbing with friends See
all my friends and have a house party Go on holiday with my friends!
Make A Music Video I want to get back in to acting and go back to
Caribbean to see my family Go on holiday abroad Have fun with friwnds
I want to go to a theme park without wearing a mask Go to a rave I
would love to go back to the cinema To go for visits Go on holiday
abroad with family have fun Go on holiday holiday Travel abroad to
see my family and go on holidays as COVID travel tests are extremely
expensive Holiday, out for dinner go on an overseas holiday
go to
the cinema with my friends Go on holiday, travel around the uk and
world, money will come back but time won€™t Travel have fun Drunk
with friends Hug my friends Have a nice meal with my family Travel to
Japan Go on holiday Go out clubbing with my mates and have a tone of
fun Rave Go shopping Visit my girlfriend Get married Go abroad I will
be back to Morocco to visit my family because i really miss them. I will
also try to go outside to meet new people around my area to improve
my language skills and make contacts as well. Go to a football match
Get a stable source of income go out with friends and family and have
fun Go out more. Skying To go party Have a good time with friends
and family. Go on Holiday Abroad. Travel Meet up with all my friends
and go for drinks Go to my friends houses a car Go on holiday Visit
family and friends and have a good time out in clubs and pubs Go out
with friends Go get a girlfriend go and see family in different cities
complete my dissertation in the lab for my masters degree Go on
holiday Go and see my boyfriend Visit family in Bosnia holiday Going
holiday go on holiday Travel abroad Go to a pub without a face
covering see my mates Go out to buy some nice clothes for myself Go
on holiday! Go out clubbing with friends Go out Travel Holiday Find a
job Shop Go out and meet new people Holiday I€™m going to see my
boyfriend Go to a night club Visit stadiums and watch my favourite
team play footballa and cheer and be around my friends and have a
cheeky beer Go out to a restaurant Get a new job Go to the club Go
on holiday abroad See family and friends. to travel europe with my
girlfriend Book a holiday Spend more time with family Go on holiday
Party Get drunk Go on holiday Rave Go to a concert Go out with my
friends Meet friends go out and have a drink with friends Travel Travel
abroad Go to the club, go on holiday, go to raves, parties, family events,
the park, meet family, go and see the people I love, go out to eat
basically everything. Go to spain Visit family far away Being able to
enjoy myself. Spend time with friends and family Holiday Find a better
job To have fun Bowling Just go out with other people to places other
than a local park or school See my family Stay at home Go out to the
cinema and a night club i would love to go on a sunny holiday not sure i
think cinemas ans restaurants meet with my friends & family. it€™s
been hard not to see them With my friends go go carting To go out
and spend time with friends and family have a party with freinds Go on
holiday Go to a pub Go on holiday Get a job Go on holiday Go to a big
outdoor concert My business Move to england Visit family home I
would like to go on holiday when things have lifted. I want to go back
home and see my grandad who has just had a heart op and has been
shielding the whole way through eh pandemic Travel to another
country Visit friends and family To book a holiday Go to see a live show

Holiday Camping Holiday goto a concert Party To see friends if able and
spend as much time in the gym go on holiday to another country Holiday
abroad I am going to go gym. Go out go to library catch up on work Start to
attend social events Go on holiday i would like to go on a holiday I'm going
to travel, visit friends and family, and go to uni Go on holiday meeting friends
going outside Go on holiday See all my family and friends. Visit family
abroad as its hard to reach them currently. Seeing my girlfriend see friends
VIEW WITH MY FRIENDS I want to go on holiday with my family I want to
have a meet up with all my friends Party Go to Australia To take my little
one away for a holiday Go and watch a football match with friends go on
holiday abroad Go away with my boyfriend and get to spend time with him
again after the lockdown Spend time with friends, apply for a job Have fun
holiday Go nightclubbing See my nan and grandad when safe to do so I
really want to go to the seaside with my family members. Meet friends
Holiday abroad with friends vacation Go on holiday Move house and to a
different area holidays and vacation Holiday Travel to South Africa Holliday
go meet with lots of friends and gave long days out on bikes and partys to
have a picnic Festivals and holidays go on holiday Holiday Get drunk out
go on holiday Meet up with a lot of my friends and long distance family Try
and find a job or help my community in some way for example volunteering.
See family Go to pub Holiday Holiday Go out with friends I want to be able
to travel normally with my friends without the need to masks Wanted to take
my girlfriend out for a nice meal and go somewhere romantic Do a car boot
Restaurant Go to the cinema parties Get my son baptised and apply for
college go out for drinks and dancing with friends Go out with friends
probably Go overseas Eat in a restaurant. Go out with my girlfriend Go to
the gym Go on holiday Move to a different city I will travel with my family
Travel as much as possible Have a party Spend time with my friends and go
out for the evening I would like to go on a getaway in my country or abroad
HOLIDAY Travel abroad.without the need to quarantine or self isolate upon
return Go clubbing, but only when the country is mostly covid-free rather
than just when restrictions are lifted. It doesn't feel safe yet. visit my friends
and family properly Going out with friends abroad to Europe or America.
Go abroad without quarantining Spend time with family without worrying
Meal with family See my friends at the pub. To go play football with my
friends at the Goals venue Go on holiday and not be worried Go have a
sleepver I am going travelling to 39 countries for 7 months with a friend. Go
on holiday to croatia To see friends and family properly go on holiday Meet
up with friends Go on a big night out Go on holiday Fishing world wide Go on
holiday going abroad party and go rome Meet people Walk in interviews Go
see my family To go on holiday, I understand that we can go on holiday as
some restrictions have lifted, though it would be good to go without wearing
masks or social distancing. It would be great to be able to actually socialize
and touch people. I have especially been playing it very safe as coronavirus
has affected me too. go one holiday When restrictions have fully lifted, I'm
going to get started on decorating my house. Go and see family Go meet up
with friends Buy a house Go back to normality Go out and have fun Go to a
ub go out to nightclubs Go camping with my family See family and friends
Get back walking I want to go travelling again without quarantine
restrictions Go abroad perform on stage again Go out situado MY friends
Go on holiday Set up a business Go to a theme park Have a party but still be
safe going out meeting friends Go shopping Eat at restaurants Go out with
friends Go on a holiday abroad Go back to university Go to the Water
Valley with my friends and family See my family and go on a holiday
together Pub Go on holiday Travel abroad Restaurants Travel Go out with
friend s Go out to a cafe for a slice of cake Go on holiday and see my family
Holiday make plans with people I would like to go cinema with my friends
once the restrictions are lifted. Travel abroad when it feels safe to I would
love to travel again When restrictions fully lift my first plan is to go out and
celebrate with friends at a club in Birmingham Join an art group Holiday
Full catch up with family and friends Enjoy university Have a massive night
out with my friends and arrange more daytime outings Go to Spain to see
my family I would love to visit family members who do not live local. It would
really make me happy to see people that I have not seen in quite a while. Go
on holiday abroad either in France or USA Meet my family Holiday Go to a
theme park Go clubbing Go to a theme park Go out clubbing with friends
and go on holiday Pay football anf basketball go outside of local area When
everything is hack to normal I'd like to go on a weekend away somewhere,
just to get out of the same four walls I want to go have fun with my friends
at theme parks and lots of great places like festivals Enjoy quality time with
friends and family Go travelling around the world and do volunteering to go
to the beach and relax Go and see family go clubbing have FUN Drinking Go
to a festival I would like to see my family from a different country Travel Go
abroad Meals clubbing Travel To see my family Take both my dad and
patner on holliday abroad Take my child to activity Go to the theatre Beer
Travel Go on holiday Gym Go on a holiday See my mum Go partying Look
at universities
Get back to normal life and start eating/being more
healthy Holiday Travel Go on holiday, start working more to earn money,
spend more time with family and friends go on holiday with my friends
Continue being cautious, but travel and work Go out to restaurants Eat
burgers Meet up and go out with friends meet lots of new people and move
around more. Would love to go abroad too. Go to a play Meet family and
friends Travel internationally Go abroad with family. Party Go to.a restraunt
To get a job and begin saving money Travel See family Meet my friends
Travel Go to the cinema to make the most of the time i spend with my
friends and to start my new college course Go out for vacation go to the
gym to get drunk I was planning on traveling and taking a gap year so as
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soon as international travel opens up I will be looking to travel I€™ll be
going to the USA for university Go abroad Holiday Go clubbing Go on
holiday abroad Travel go on a holiday Go on holiday to another country
see all of my family go on holiday abroad Visit friends Hopefully go on
holiday See more friends Travel travel I'll be planning on hanging out with
my friends, going to the pub or gointo theme parks Want to go on holiday
Go on holiday go and visit all of my long distance friends See family
abroad Go on goliday Go on holiday. Go out clubbing Nightclub Clubbing
Go on holiday abroad Enjoy life and days out. See friends Go on holiday
Get better friends cause mine are boring and hardly ever wanna hang out,
call or play video games with me. Go on holiday Meet people Meet
friends Travel I would like to go abroad Eat Go to a theatre Sanitise all the
house Holiday See family Shisha get out more and cherish my time with
family and friends more Go abroad Go abroud And sit in the sun drinking
cocktails see friends or go on holiday abroad Spend time catching up with
friends Acting classes Clubbing Go on a holiday, I ,like many others in my
family, am desperate to leave the UK and travell to an overseas location.
Going on holiday Party Get my passport Study and work go to cinema
travel Visit friends and family abroad clubbing Travel Travel to India Go
out for a meal with friends Eating out and meeting larger groups of family
and friends Could be more covid case people could end up very ill To just
go out and have some fun Go on holiday Have as much fun as possible
Enjoy the outside world and not to take freedom for granted. Go watch a
live football match. go out to drink Airsoft skirmish Go on holiday Meet
friends and enjoy life To go on a day or night out once its safe to do so
Going out and enjoying Lots of shopping Go out drinking and dancing
Clubbing Go out See friends Go abroad Visit family on special occasions
HUG FRIENDS! Holiday Go back to watch live sport in stadiums
Everything€™s great Go mexico See people, do fun activities, have fun! Go
out partying with my friends Go to a Concert Go on holiday with family
and friends. Go to Greece go to jermany Fly on holiday Go on holiday Go
out for a meal get food Go abroad Go out to meet friends for a coffee Go
on holiday Go to greece Get a job, go out to eat, socialise Go out and have
fun go swimming alot of indoor sports Go swimming I want to go on
holiday, sit my exams, visit family and friends Go swimming and go see all
my family members Start playing tennis more like I used to Go to events
with friends Plan a holiday club and going out Go on holidays See family
and friends Go cinema Go out for food I want to go abroad on a long
holiday to have a massive gathering with all of my friends and go on
holiday abroad with my family as I have not been able to. do these things
for about 2 years Go spain Go swimming go to a concert I will have a
massive party Applying for jobs Travel the world - I was supposed to take
a gap year and travel but this was halted. Travel internationally. Travel.
Leave the country for holidays. Get a job Go abroad go clubbing Start
online business Go out with friends more see friends Leeds festival play
racketball Go to a nightclub meet family and friends Flying. See family and
friends Go and find a job To be able to resume living a normal life Go
abroad on a holiday and go watch a football match Travel home to visit my
family Holiday to Blackpool To have a fun family day out Go out with
friends and family Go to an amusement park Try and graduate in person. If
not, do a masters I would want to go shopping Holidays Go to the zoo Skydiving Go clubbing. Start research on the university I want to go to Visit
family and travel abroad again Go out with friends on holiday I would like to
find a job and move out. Go on holiday Go on holiday Go on holiday. Have
a big party with my friends and eventually go on holiday Go meet new
people eat Stay at home a little longer just to be cautious and safe
Finally meet new people and make groups of friends hang out with friends
and enjoy a nice pint! go on holiday Go to the lamborghini headquarters
Go clubbing Cinema Go on holiday with all my family hopefully go on
holiday Spend more time going out with my friends Gym Go aboard on
holiday and visit my family Travel Holiday Travel to Ireland i want to go to a
concert Go see family that live away from me Spend more time with
friends Go out clubbing with friends Have a small family get together
Party and see family Go on holiday Concerts. I miss them. Travel STAY AT
HOME AND BE SAFE Go on holiday Go on holiday to finally go to my
friends normally. See friends more and go out Pursue my career To go to
the park and play football with my friends Fly to Paris Go on holiday Go out
for drinks with my friends without worrying. Drinking Go on holiday abroad
Get married I want to go to a nightclub with my friends and perhaps a
holiday to go see family Just to have a good time with my friends and
family. Also to go travelling See all family and go abroad Eat lots of cake
with friends I would probably go to play out or go to holidays where i really
wanted to go before this pandemic so yeah this would probably be what im
interested in Go on holiday Go on holiday with my friends Partying
because I love party Go to the cinema. Visit my cousin in Nottingham,
because I haven't seen him in a while. Go for a propper night out in an
environment i can truly be myself and not be afraid to show the people
around me who i really am again Going on a holiday Holiday Holiday
Holliday Go to the cinema Gym Meet up with friends go to a theme park
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Honestly during the pandemic I was very very
happy, I know it’s an unpopular opinion but my
mental health is probably at its best during that
time so social media barely affected me. I’m not
going to say it had a positive impact other than
recommendations of what to do but it certainly
didn’t have a negative one. I know that this is a rare
opinion; again because my friends say the exact
opposite. Social media has never really been a
big bother for me because of this but I definitely
acknowledge the harm it can do.
I’m currently applying for university! I’m hoping to
apply for neuroscience, I’ve applied for a range of
unis in lots of different places, it’s terrifying in a
really cool way but I’m also really excited. I think
lockdown really helped me come to the decision.

Jennan | 18 | Cardiff
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The third latest is yet another
sketch of elephants this time!
Which are my favourite animal
ever. You can see how much I
messed up from the scribbles
because I wanted to do the ears
perfectly.

The latest one is actually pictures
from my 18th birthday! All my
closest friends were there but
unfortunately I didn’t get a picture
with all of them in which at the
same time I’m kind of grateful for
because we just enjoyed the night
and barely went on our phones.
I think this was probably my first
birthday party post pandemic which
made it extra special!

POST #2

I just turned 18 last week! I was actually terrified to
begin adulthood. My friends are mostly all younger
than me by a few months so they shared my fear
mostly, but waking up on my birthday and realising
nothing had changed was very reassuring. My
birthday which I dreaded for so long was actually
one of my favourite days.

POST #1

Hello! I’m Jennan and I’m from Wales. I really enjoy
reading and drawing and listening to music and I’m
currently trying to learn guitar! I’m also in my last
year of school which is really bittersweet.
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The second latest it’s a picture I
sketched of a guitar because I’ve
gotten really into drawing recently,
it was actually my friend playing the
guitar who I used as my muse!
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Institutions of the Future - published in March

increased pressure and anxiety. At the same

2021 - reported that 99% of Gen Zs are on

time, they understood that the main thing that

some form of social media and that, during

was helping them, was connecting with their

2020, content consumption doubled in size.

friends, family and support networks. One of

20

Until they realised twitter was still
up and running.

the few places they could connect with these
We’re all familiar with the parallel drawn

people back in 2020: social media.

between the rise in loneliness, anxiety and
mental health issues in young people, and

Now, just as we were moving out of the digi-

their increasing use of social media. Most

only zone, the web overlords pressed the big

have spent a lot more time online than we had

test button on quite how reliant we’d become.

prior to Covid-19 (DUH!?), but this has affected

On the 4th October, Facebook, WhatsApp

Gen Z differently to other groups.

and Instagram went down for 6 hours. The

FABIO
Insight Manager
Beatfreeks

result - a flurry of aunties confused at why
Back in March of 2020, we weren’t sure if this

their *insert any celebration day* GIFs hadn’t

was going to be a two week, two month or two

got the WhatsApp double tick; FB Marketplace

year sort of story. Even in the early lockdowns,

guru’s unable to close their deals; literally

as shown in our first Covid report, young

billions of Zs and millennials unsure of how to

people were very conscious about the effects

spend their evening.

of social media. They knew that as they

@beam_me_up_softboi

@shityoushouldcareabout

relied more on their screen time, they faced

20
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In the context of the pandemic, we have

This understanding that social media can play

seen the extent of the dual effect of socials:

a positive role has grown since we published

yes there are a number of instances

Take the Temperature. In this latest research,

which negatively affect young people

60% say that social media has made their day-

(misinformation, unrealistic expectations,

to-day easier. In contrast, only 15% said that it

violence), but at the same time - arguably

has made things harder for them.

because of how embedded use is within
our everyday - we need, and rely on, these

Whilst the majority of people said that it made

platforms: to connect, for escape, for

things easier for them, certain groups were

belonging.

more likely to find that social media made their
lives in the pandemic more difficult. This is a
fact that platforms Facebook and Instagram
have at best shied away from and at worst
covered up, as their own research finds
increasingly negative effects on young girls

@vice

and women.
In our findings we found that those who say
its made things harder for them during the
pandemic are often those people who are
more likely to face hate speech online. People
who defined their gender as non-binary or
intersex were nearly twice as likely to say that
social media had played a negative role for
them in the pandemic. 15% of the full sample
@complex

said it made things harder, compared to 27%
of non-binary people, and 30% of intersex
people.

21

I think lockdown encouraged us to
spend more time online in order
to feel a connection to the outside
world. In doing so, it made us
connect better with international
causes and movements. Last year,
it felt like social media became a
safe haven for sharing knowledge,
experiences and ways to help
and understand one another.
Informative content shared online
gave me the terminology I needed
to articulate my lived experiences.
I found the confidence to speak
out more, discovering that
thousands of others had felt
what I had felt. But the problem
with being an open book is that
you are inviting anyone to read
it. By the end of the year, I found
myself emotionally exhausted torn between my phone being my
connection to the outside world
but feeling overwhelmed by the
constant exposure to negative
news and comments.

THEA
Project Manager
Beatfreeks
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I’ve found social media the
most helpful tool in selling
my products, with Instagram
shopping and linked Facebook
it’s super easy for people to just
click on my content and head
straight to my shop! Socials also
keep up morale, it can be hard to
keep motivated when you’re self
employed, you can sometimes
put a lot of work in for a long
time and have to wait a while
for results. Having an interactive
platform where I can get live
feedback and support keeps
me going, and reminds me that
I have a little support system at
my finger tips, a group of TOLD
followers that are excited about
what I do, are waiting for more
content and are pushing me to do
better everyday!
Tasmin | 24 | Lincoln
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Part of the reason why 60% said it makes
their life easier was because of the range
of functions media now serves. Young
people are increasingly making social it
work for their own needs.
The past twenty years has seen platforms
grow and develop from their conception
as spaces where you could go to connect
with people you also knew IRL. In 2021,
you can watch people you’ve never met
sing karaoke, in the middle of the night,

I was really surprised to see
that the US elections were live
broadcasted on TikTok from
reputable US news channels. For
me, it indicated a shift in how the
platform's functions have been
reimagined and highlighted not
only media's need to evolve to
reach its target audience but also
the increasing credibility of social
media platforms as news outlets.

on the other side of the world; have your

THEA

digital pixel track you for a day or two then

Project Manager

serve you the perfect shade of green turtle
neck; learn about social issues, topics, or
alternative media narratives about current
affairs in the world; set your face onto
Christina Agularia’s and watch it wiggle
across the screen in real time.
Whilst there is little debate about the
evolution of our use of social media, we
still often settle for the dated and aged
view that social media = anxiety.

Beatfreeks
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It’s reminiscent of public attitudes
to television as it became
accessible and widespread - ‘You’ll
get square eyes!’. As we become
accustomed, and become more
conscious towards our use, we
begin to understand the potential
in that media, and become less
wary of it. In short, Gen Z are
ahead of the curve in terms of
what they want social media to be,
look and feel like.

Primarily, young people are conscious of the
types of content they are consuming online,
and spend time actively thinking about the
effect it has on them. Only 3% of people said
they weren’t sure of what they look for in social
media content. This challenges the narrative
that social media is always a passive act.

FABIO
Insight Manager
Beatfreeks

ONLY 3% SAID
THEY WEREN'T
SURE OF WHAT
THEY LOOK FOR
IN SOCIAL MEDIA
23
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I prefer staying in the more lighthearted side of TikTok
because I really don’t enjoy discourse on social media
Tik tok in particular because words can be used really
incorrectly and there is a lot of propaganda. I’m trying to
make more of an effort to consume content consciously
because the idea of mindless scrolling almost scares me.
Sometimes I google one thing and then my ‘for you’ page
will be full of it. It can be really concerning sometimes
because I remember googling healthy recipes and then
getting TikTok about weight loss and fad diets.
Jennan | 18 | Cardiff
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@iamwholeuk

The reasons people use and access socials
are as varied as you’d imagine. The most
popular answer from our list only gained 50%
of the vote. It is therefore difficult to identify
a singular attribute which attracts people
to content. In spite of this, young people
are generally looking to consume content
which fits loosely into three categories:
for entertainment, for their friends, or for
education.
The two most popular answers which
young people gave when asked what they
most look for in social media content were
‘Entertainment - music, photography, art,
aesthetic’ (51%) and ‘Light hearted / funny /
memes’ (50%).
Social media is first and foremost a form of
entertainment for young people. When we
look at the four most popular platforms young
people are using - Instagram, TikTok, Snapchat
and YouTube - a common strand emerges.
All are centred around visual content. Young
people increasingly go to their socials to relax,
switch off and immerse themselves. However,
when they do so, they are conscious of their
action - something which they are often not
given credit for in narratives of passive digital
use.

24
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I think great content is personal,
visual and tells a story. People want
to feel like they’re being involved
in something bigger, and they love
to see the hard work behind the
business, and they love to see the
face of the brand and how you have
got to where you are now. Feeds that
I’m loving right now and that I think
have got it right are @sighhstudio
@millie.illustrates @lizharrydesign
Tasmin | 24 | Lincoln
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The third most popular answer given was
seeing content from friends - which 39% of
young people said they look for on their feeds.
At conception, more mainstream social media
were designed to connect with people you
knew IRL. Whilst still important for Gen Z, this
is no longer the driving force of more popular
platforms: they are not built and designed with
this sole intention in mind.

The rise of instant group messaging services
- for younger groups Snapchat, Twitch
and Discord, and for older Messenger and
WhatsApp - has removed the necessity of
seeing content from friends on apps like
Instagram. We’ve seen this pushed even
further with popularisation of TikTok, which
actively pushes content from people not within

This doesn’t surprise me during
lockdown I became so attached
to seeing my friends content
on social media. I would find
myself craving to see what walks
they were on and if they finally
perfected that banana bread
recipe. It kept me connected to
them and filled me with the hope
of how we would get to do those
things together hopefully soon.

your physical or social network, but rather
users whose content is statistically more likely
to be well received by your digital footprint.

SHUMI
Project Coordinator

@eliomendes
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I feel like educational content on
social media platforms has risen
over the last 12 months - from
deep-diving into mental health
and its complex terminology to
'everyday life hacks I wish I knew
before I was thirty' - it can be
found across all platforms and
in a variety of formats. I think
it's making valuable information
not only easier to access but
easier to digest too. I believe
that we are approaching a time
(not quite there yet, are we?)
where social media platforms
will be recognised by high-level
educational institutions as a
reliable resource (versus 5-10
years ago where weblinks were
frowned upon and you were
encouraged to only reference
books and scientific essays).

THEA
Project Manager
Beatfreeks
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When content is posted and consumed by

change these negative sides. Education

friends on these platforms it sometimes

on becoming positive digital citizens and

has a purpose of some kind, as opposed

organisations honing their content to the

to purley being about ‘what you’re up to’.

needs and visions of those social media is

Selfies with body positivity messaging, calling

negatively impacting is what will make this

out greenwashing just seen in high street

change.

windows, promoting your new mixtape.
Our fourth and fifth most popular uses
for content online were about access to
information. 30% of participants said that they
look for content which teaches you something,
relays useful information or gives you help.
21% said they look for content about relevant
topics and subject matter.
Our two least popular things young people
look for in content were celebrity news and
influence (15%) and showcasing products and
services (11%).
The longer we perpetuate the social media
= anxiety narrative, the deeper we embed a
self-fulfilling prophecy. If we pledge to better
understand, and then respond to, the diverse
set of ways Gen Z use, and are building,
social media then we can begin to push these
spaces in a more conscious direction. A clear
perspective the pandemic has given us is that
social media is certainly not going away, so
we need to work on how we can collectively

We’ve been working with
companies for the past few years
to tackle the big issues on social
media. In a project funded by
Google, over the last year alone
we’ve empowered over 52,000
young people to become positive
Digital Citizens through education
on bias and misinformation. We’ve
also started helping organisations
produce User Generated Content
campaigns - Gen Z making content
on behalf of organisations to
better reach target audiences
through their experiences in digital
spaces.

AMY
General Manager
Beatfreeks
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I currently work from the office 2-3 days a
week, usually a Tuesday and a Thursday plus
any additional days if meetings or other work
commitments mean I need to be in the office. I do
tend to do a couple of ‘life admin’ bits when working
from home, for example, laundry. Sometimes I go
for a lunchtime run, something I wouldn’t be able
to do if I was in the office. My day finishes when
I’ve completed my work that needs to be done
that day. This can be anything from 5.30pm until
around 8.00pm. Working at home means it’s easier
to continue working without distractions, this often
means longer hours.

Maddy | 24 | Birmingham

@mmmaddy__
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My brother’s 21st Birthday - This
picture is of me and my two
brothers (I’m the middle child,
my older brother is in the middle,
and my younger brother is on the
right hand side). It was taken in
the garden at my family home.
Both of my brother’s had been out
in Manchester the night before
celebrating my younger brother’s
21st Birthday (hence the sun
glasses). Me and my older brother
have been discussing 21st birthday
plans for my younger brother for
years, however, we ended up with
a low key family celebration in
the garden. It was a really great
evening.

POST #2

I love going out to eat, discovering new restaurants,
and also returning to old favourites with my
friends. I also love reading, listening to podcasts
and sometimes doing something crafty - I started
knitting in lockdown!

POST #1

My name is Maddy. I’m from a small town in the
Shropshire countryside. I moved to Birmingham
in 2015 to attend Birmingham City University to
study Media & Communications (PR) and have lived
here since. After graduating, I began my career in
public relations. I worked my way up from intern to
a senior PR manager, working in a variety of sectors
from hospitality to plumbing.

Reunited with my friends - This
picture is of me and two of my
best friends. From left to right,
me, my housemate and my good
friend. This was taken when
our friend came to visit us in
Birmingham. The sun shined all
weekend and all we did was eat
and drink. It was great.

Holiday in Isle of Wight - Me and
my housemate were determined
to have some kind of holiday this
year. We also invited our uni bestie.
She doesn’t live in Birmingham
so we don’t get to see her that
often. With Covid making travelling
abroad difficult we decided to have
a British holiday. As none of us can
drive, we were restricted in where
we could travel to. We discovered it
was pretty easy to travel to the Isle
of Wight from Birmingham (coach
to Southampton and ferry to the
island). This picture was taken in
a restaurant on the last evening, it
was a fab holiday and the highlight
of my summer.
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54% of Gen Z workers are thinking about
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handing in their notices. Job listings website
Indeed have also just published that 52%
of respondents from a recent research
project, say that they are currently burntout. Covid-19 has given perspective on our
life choices and one of the biggest elements
in our lives. As our Institutions of the Future
report, published in March, showed - young
people are increasingly identifying ‘doing
something they love’ as the factor which most
influences their career choices.
In this recent round of collection, we asked
a slightly different question: coming out of
lockdown, what is the main thing you are
looking for in work? As more people than ever
before work remotely; as many see their career
aspirations uprooted through delayed courses
and qualifications; as the line between work,
home and hybrid blurs further and further:
more people are questioning the idea of what
a ‘career’ means. In short - is work something
young people want to build their lives around?
Is the idea of a ‘career’ - something you
work at, progress in, move up through - even

T R E N DS | T H E B I G C OM M UTE

@tgradyr

desirable anymore?
In the context of restrictions lifting, we found
that the majority of young people are not
looking for a certain job, in a certain field, but

@bimzisgrime

it’s seen us question, is the role work can play

22 | Female | Aylesbury
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@vice

Recent findings from Microsoft report that
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rather a position which will function a certain

value work/life balance (39% vs 30%); 6%

way in their life. A ‘career’ therefore is not

more likely to value progression and challenge

solely defined by a job title, an employer’s

(20% vs 14%); and 8% more likely to value

brand name or a chosen sector, but equally,

the company’s field / sector (13% vs 5%).

and perhaps even more so, the way your job

Conversely, 16-17s are 8% more likely to value

relates to the grander scheme of your life.

working alongside good people (39% vs 31%)
and 6% more likely to value the location of the

The three most popular things people looked

role they are looking at (29% vs 23%).

for in a job coming out of lockdown were
salary (44%), a good work / life balance

Whilst the overall trend is therefore that Gen Z

(36%) and good people to work with (33%).

increasingly sees careers in the wider context

In contrast, only 11% of participants said that

of lives, as they gain more experience in the

one of the main things they look for is the

workplace, those factors more traditionally

‘field’ or ‘sector’ an organisation sits in. The

associated with a ‘career’ (sector and

three most popular choices therefore are all

progression) become more important. Equally,

related to how your work enriches the other

those with more experience of the workplace

elements of your life.

also understand the dwindling emphasis on
location in certain positions.

In addition, we found that as you become
older, your working priorities change. 22-25
year olds value different things to 16-17s.
Older Gen Zs are nearly 10% more likely to

30

At first, there was a dip in productivity.
But I feel that over the past 12 months,
as life has slowly returned to “normal”
productivity has increased. Speaking not
only to my colleagues, but to my clients,
family and friends everyone is incredibly
busy. Working from home means the
lines are blurred being home life and
work life. Before the pandemic, on the
whole, I would finish work no later than
6.30pm. But working from home, it’s
easier to work longer hours. Returning to
the office has meant a better working/
home life balance. I’m a sociable person
and prefer to be around people. Although
working from home has meant I’m more
productive, being back in the office has
meant I’m happier.

SALARY
GOOD WORK/LIFE BALANCE
GOOD PEOPLE TO WORK WITH
Maddy | 24 | Birmingham
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As a young black woman, this
is something I can empathise
with. Wanting and needing the
organisation you work for to be
aligned with your moral and core
values is something I realised
last year during the black lives
matter movement that I could not
compromise. Especially as there
was so much traumatic content
circulating online I would find
myself emotionally drained at
work due to consuming so many
controversial opinions on what I
consider to be just basic human
rights. Trying to not let this affect
my work was impossible, it’s when
I realised I needed to work in an
environment that would not only
recognise the exhaustion but care
about it personally and create
space to make work feel bearable
during those times.

SHUMI
Project Coordinator
Beatfreeks
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Non-binary people are also more likely to value
company ethics, or a company's field or sector
than people who identified as male or female.
This is perhaps due to the fact that Non-binary
people are more familiar with working in
organisations who are insensative towards the
specific needs of people who don’t conform
to gender binaries, and are therefore more
likely to value an organisation who are going
to reflect, respect and cater to their gender
identity.
As discussed in Time and Time Again (on how
young People of Colour see representation)
an organisation cannot expect to earn the
respect of minoritised communities through
advertising and campaigning without
thoroughly embedding representation within
their working practices. This means creating,
listening to, and then acting upon the needs
of the specific community you’re looking to
represent or provide access to. Be intentional,
be specific, and be genuinely dedicated to the
change, or don’t claim that you’re making one.
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@_calvincraig

22 | Male | Croydon
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As ‘modern’ or ‘innovative’ ways of working,
the main group advocating for more remote
working. The reality is quite the opposite.
Only 8% of young people say that they want
to work completely remotely. This is generally
something which we see increase with
age - 5% of 16-17s want to work completely

@reubenmcfeeters

we might have thought that Gen Zs would be

remotely, which then increases to 7% of 1821s and 9% of 22-25s.
In conjunction with our research with 16-25s
for this report, we also conducted some polls
with a consumer omnibus - a group which
represents the UK adult public. This study
found that 26% of people wanted to work
completely remotely. Therefore, Gen Z are
over three times less likely to want to work
completely from home, when compared to the
general population.
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ONLY 8% OF
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SAY THAT THEY
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The majority of young people want an equal
balance of working from home and remotely,
or slightly more working on location. This is
in comparison to our all-ages sample who
were much more polarised over their opinions
with opinions, most wanting either completely
remote (26%), or completely on location (25%).
This shows that young people are much more

All

Consumer Omnibus

16-17

18-21

22-25

50%

40%

likely to want a blended approach to work
which sees them work from home sometimes
and visit the office sometimes. When this is

30%

taken with the fact that the third most popular
thing young people look for in a job is ‘good

20%

people to work with’ - we may understand
that young people crave the physical social
connection that work often provides you with.
Whilst socialising online may work for preexisting relationships - as shown in the above
reliance on social media - remote working
often doesn’t facilitate the same social
encounters, which are prevalent in the office.
Getting to know, or feeling more comfortable
around, your colleagues is no doubt more
difficult online. As it’s an element of work
young people really value, it’s no surprise that
many want to get back to the office. This is
contrary to motivations discussed by PM Boris
Johnson, who suggested that young people
might want to return to the office to prevent
colleagues from gossiping about them.
33
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10%

0%
1- All remote

2 - Slightly more
remote than onlocation

3 - Equal balance

4 - Somewhat more
on location than
remote

5 - All on location

Tasmin | 24 | Lincoln

TOLD’s main aim is to create a mixture of prints,
cards and stationery, that brighten your space and
your day - a lot of my designs are mental health
and positivity focused and I also create prints
that invoke a feeling of nostalgia, based on your
favourite films and TV shows - basically products
that make you smile and also make your space look
creative and colourful!
A day in the life for me consists of me getting up
reasonably early (which can be hard to do when
you’re self employed!) Getting set up in my home
office where I have two large printers, and loads
and loads of paper and card stock, all the pens,
stationery and notebooks you could ask for. I start
the day with a short to do list, a few items I know
I can get done in the day; if I’m focusing on the
design side of things it may be to design a couple
of prints and get them onto Etsy, if it’s social media
management it may be to plan a month’s worth of
social media posts, and of course I always need to
complete the day’s orders from Etsy too, so lots of
printing and packaging.
Covid really prompted me to start TOLDESIGN
properly and try to create a full time business, I was
able to work solidly everyday through lockdown
whilst being paid furlough this enabled me to create
designs and build my business at a less pressured
pace. With everything being online and people
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POST #3

My new order cards! I recorded
a quick video of me showing
the front and back and then and
photo of the cards as part of an
order. This is just a card saying
thank you to my customers for
their order, with my details and
branding, I was super proud of
these as I spent so long deciding
on colours and my logo I was so
glad to have them done!
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I recently designed a print based
on a film by Studio Ghibli - My
Neighbour Totoro, the photo is a
mock up of the print in a frame,
this allows people to imagine
what the print would look like in
their home more accurately and
it looks more professional and
consistent. I get these mock up
documents as photoshop files
with a monthly subscription from
freepik.com.

POST #2

Hello! I’m Tasmin and I am the owner, designer and
illustrator behind TOLDESIGN. You will normally
find me working from my little studio/office in my
home in Lincoln (or you may find me in the corner
of a local coffee shop, using their free wifi and
glued to my iPad).

welcome
to my grid

POST #1

[Photo Credit: Chloe Gels Photo & Video]

@toldesign_
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Another print mock up! Normal People (everyone watched this
in lockdown and got their hearts broken right?) This consists
of a line drawing done by me of the main characters as well
as a little synopsis I wrote, the director and a few more little
details, I designed this one in various colours so people have
an option to pick what fits in their house best. That reminds
me - I had better show my face on my feed soon and do a little
personal update, it’s important to keep new followers updated
with information that they may have missed, so they can get
to know you!

stuck at home looking to spruce up their
four walls and a lot of people suffering
with their mental health more than usual
due to being locked in I managed to
make a lot more sales and get a lot more
engagement than I think I may have done
in my first year had everyone been going
about their usual daily life.
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WHERE
NEXT?

55% of Gen Zs said that their long term plans
for the next three to five years had changed
because of Covid-19. That’s over half of all
young people in the UK, changing long term
plans as a result of the pandemic. Changes

"MONEY
WILL COME
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B
TIME
WON'T "
24 | Male | Birmingham

to careers, city moves, moving out for the first
time, university, moving in with their partners.
As we noted in a trend from Take the Temp,
Covid has affected those at a time of transition
in their lives most.
Whilst 22-25s are more likely to have
experienced this change, if you were younger
and had seen your long term plans change,
then you’re more likely to see this change as a
negative thing.
This means while a higher number 22-25s
changed direction, if 16 - 21s had experienced
a change it was more likely to be a negative
one, than their older peers. Of the 16 - 17 year
olds who said that Covid-19 had impacted
their future plans, 20% said this was a positive
impact, but 47% said this was a negative
impact. In contrast, of the 22 - 25s who said
that Covid-19 had impacted their future plans,
34% said it was positive compared to 42%
saying it was negative.
In addition, 46% of respondents also said
that the pandemic had left them with fewer
opportunities for work. As above, this affected
16-17s more severely than 18-21s and 22-25s.
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@arenasummit

Jay Mullings
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55% OF
GEN Zs SAID
THAT THEIR
LONG TEMS
FOR THE NEXT
THREE TO
FIVE YEARS
HAD CHANGE
BECAUSE OF
COVID-19
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@sincerelymedia
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I remember being in this moment;
when carbon emissions were
slashed because everyone was
inside; the canals of Venice ran
clear, and videos surfaced of
fishes swimming in them.

THEA
Project Manager
Beatfreeks
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Covid has no doubt affected everyone’s plans,

At the start of the pandemic, we asked young

but most severely, it has affected the longer

people across the UK if they thought Covid-19

term decision making of those just beginning

would be a moment to stop and make a

the journey of their adult life. Making this

positive change for society - 92% strongly

transition is often trying at the best of times,

agreed. They thought that Covid-19 would be

but in the midst of a global pandemic it’s had a

a productive moment, to stop, pause, think

clear effect.

about society and how we can make a positive
impact on the direction it’s going. Following
up with them, nearly 18 months down the
line, only 26% think that the pandemic has
helped society change for the better. This is in
contrast to the 32% who think it’s changed it
for the worse.
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As we’ve begun to think about moving past

So if the Covid Generation means anything

the pandemic, ‘The Covid Generation’ has

at all - it means resilience, it means will, it

increasingly been banded around media

means empathy. Instead of figuring out how

and our ever-saturated digital spaces. It’s

we’re going to solve issues for this generation,

a label which has been associated with

we need to work with them, learn from their

knocks to confidence; huge disruptions to

visions and innovations, so the future isn’t just

the service industry jobs (which thousands of

one with them in it, it's one they’ve built from

young people rely on through study); people

the lockdown up.
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questioning their career choices; further

DEMAND BETTER, MORE
LONG LASTING, MORE
AUTHENTIC RESPONSES
TO RACISM

pressure on social anxieties.
Evidently, all associations are, to differing
extents and in different contexts, true. But,
throughout this report, we mean to show
something different when we put Gen Z and
Covid-19 in the same sentence. Whilst the
Covid Generation are one which has been
hugely negatively affected by the pandemic,
they’re also one which has the future firmly in
the crosshairs.
Time and Time Again (before, throughout,
and after the pandemic) they have raised the
flag of change. They’ve experienced Covid to
the max, and their reaction - in their masses
- has been to do something about the state
of the world around them. To demand better,
more long lasting, more authentic responses
to racism. To spearhead our campaign in
sustaining the planet. To acknowledge and
pursue a different approach to working culture
and careers.
38
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@goodfacesclub

WORK
& IMPACT

If you want to get one foot ahead and keep it there, then be in touch.
We can help you find, engage and work with young people across the UK to make your
organisation as relevant and futureproofed as possible, whether this be establishing
youth governance structures, working with us on user-generated content campaigns, or
bespoke creative research.
To start your journey to becoming an Institution of the Future, get in touch with General
Manager Amy Clamp on Amy@beatfreeks.com.
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METHODOLOGY
AND SAMPLE
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METHODOLOGY
AND
SAMPLE

accessible as possible, you can now find
our full research methodology and sample
breakdown for this report on our website at
this link.
Alongside our research with 16 - 25s, we also
To give you the shorthand: the data presented

asked 5 questions to a representative ‘Consumer

in this report was collected in two ways: an

Omnibus’

online survey of 2,058 16 - 25 years from
across the UK and 1-2-1 interviews and

In our full methodology, you can read more

conversations conducted digitally with our

about how representative our sample is, how

‘Welcome to my Grid’ participants.

we analysed data and how we recruited young
people to be involved.

Participants could find the research survey in
three ways:

1
2
3
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To keep our reports slick, digestible and as

If you’re interested in learning more about how
we do research, or have any questions, then

via social media channels
through a UK wide, diverse network
of organisations working with young
people in various capacities
through a third party research panel

please be in touch here.
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THEA ELIZABETH
FRASER

FABIO THOMAS
Insight Manager
Beatfreeks

Project Manager
Beatfreeks

AMY CLAMP
General Manager
Beatfreeks

SHUMI MAKUTO

ANISA MORRIDADI

Project Coordinator
Beatfreeks

Founder
Beatfreeks

AMERAH SALEH
General Manager
Beatfreeks
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National Youth Trends is supported by

This report would not have been possible without so many
individuals and organisations alike. National Youth Trends
is built on the principles of co-creation: between staff at
Beatfreeks, partners, young people and funders.
Thanks to all of the institutions and individuals who’ve
been in touch to help us craft our research framework and
focus. Thanks to the wider team at Beatfreeks for their
ongoing support, inspiration, love, guidance and motivation
- particularly to Shumi Makuto, Thea Elizabeth Frazer,
Amy Clamp and Amerah Saleh for taking their time add
their expertise to the report. Thanks to the best graphic
designer in the world Nerea Pérez Rivero. Thanks to our
amazing partners who make the project possible. Thanks
to marketing-master and eye-for-detail extraordinaire Jaime
Davies. Thanks to Jennan, Tasmin and Maddy for giving us
some exclusive insight into their socials. Thanks to Amy
Clamp, Amerah Saleh and Anisa Morridadi, for eternally
supportive direction.
Finally, thanks to Gen Z, and all the young people who built
(and build) this research with us. Your inspiration, dedication,
resilience, thoughtfulness, compassion and intelligence
motivate the work we do. You make us want to change the
world for the better, through the power of creativity. You’re all
lit af.
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